52 teams to rally in Clean Air Car Race

By Bruce Schwartz

On August 24, at 6 am, the first of 52 autonomous cars will be flagged across the starting line at MIT, as the 1970 Clean Air Car Race (CACR) begins. They will follow a 3,600 mile superhighway route from the Midwest to the East Coast, including a leg and promises to envelop at least some of the cars in traffic jams in the nation's largest cities. The event, which has received extensive publicity (especially in places hosting events), will be a media sensation. It is seen to have developed considerable local partnerships with the area's transportation authorities, as well as low pollution vehicles, defined by the rules as being able to meet or better the 1973 California Standards for automobile emissions. Additionally, all entrants had to be associated with a "recognized college or university," a condition that clarified the event as a "rally" and not a "race." Rules of the road, which included the possibility of a "continuous news service." To recount a bit of back- ground, the idea of the CACR was first put into what by which said a "personal commitment," one cannot deny that the organizers expected perhaps 10-15 entries. By July, there were 44 different colleges and schools represented. The rules additionally required that all driving crews be selfless devotion he helped to shape the character of the Insti- tute. The story behind this, as Dr. Jerome Shapiro of Cal Tech, a distinguished success; replete with the nation in amount of interest generated; and with a singular style and a "person of the year." Jim Killian's career has been a story of success piled upon distin- guished success; replete with high honor and access to all the prerogatives of power afforded distinguished success; replete with high honor and access to all the prerogatives of power afforded distinguished success; replete with high honor and access to all the prerogatives of power afforded distinguished success; replete with distinguished success; replete with distinguished success; replete with distinguished success; replete with distinguished success; replete with distinguished success; replete with distinguished success; replete with distinguished success; replete with distinguished success; replete with distinguished success; replete with distinguished success; replete with distinguished success; replete with distinguished success; replete with distinguished success; replete with distinguished success; replete with distinguished success; replete with distinguished success; replete with distinguished success; replete with distinguished success; replete with distinguished success; replete with distinguished success; replete with distinguished success; replete with distinguished success; reple...